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Introduction 
 
What is WENXT? 

WENXT is a decentralized digital asset based on Binance Smart Chain, with a limited total supply of 
36.5 million. 

WenX Token is cryptocurrency issued by WenX exchange and trades with the WENXT symbol. 

 

WENXT is short for WenX Token, which is the ecological token for the WenX Exchange Platfrom.  

WenX developed WENXT based on the decentralized finance and is managed through blockchain.  

It can be used inside WenX internal ecosystem and also in future the greater WEN Ecosystem. 

 

Yield farming, also referred to as liquidity mining, is the only way to generate WENXT rewards. In some 
sense, yield farming can be paralleled with staking in this case. It works with users called liquidity 
providers (LP) that add funds to the Wenx liquidity pool. In return for providing liquidity to the pool, 
LPs gets 2 WENXT reward per day. The duration and amount is fixed for each round (Kindly refer to 
the details on the announcement page). 

 

WENXT holders shall enjoy the benefits of the whole ecosystem of WenX, as well as the valuable 
promotion brought by sustained repurchase and destruction. 
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Deflationary Token Model 
 

Revenue Model 

Source Description 
Exchange Fee WenX initially will charge a 0.2% fixed fee per 

trade. Other variations will be subsequently 
introduced, including maker-taker, volume 
based tiering and 0 fee promotions. We have no 
plan to charged above 0.2%. 

Listing Fee WenX will select innovative coins and other 
assets to the listed on the exchange, there may 
be a fee associated with those listings. 

Margin Fee If you trade on margin, there may be a fee or 
interest on the borrowed amount. 

Other Fees There may be other fees the platform may 
collect for various services such as automated 
algorithmic order etc. 

 

Asset Management 

Funds from LP will be used in 2 Pools 

1. Crypto Quantitative Trading  Historical returns at 110% APY  
2. Crypto and Forex Quantitative Trading   Historical returns at 145% APY 

https://trade.rafflesmarket.com/d/ea08c4df 
Note: 30% of profit from exchange and/or 100% of profit from 2 Quantitative trading will be used to 
repurchase WENXT to ensure good market value performance and deflation gradually. 

 

WENXT is a decentralized digital asset based on Binance Smart Chain, with a limited total supply of 
36.5million. WenX Token is cryptocurrency issued by WenX exchange and trades with the WENXT 
symbol. 

 

WENXT is short for WenX Token, which is the ecological token for the WenX Exchange Platfrom.  WenX 
developed WENXT based on the decentralized finance and is managed through blockchain. It can be 
used inside WenX internal ecosystem and also in future the greater WEN Ecosystem. 

 

Yield farming, also referred to as liquidity mining, is a new way to generate WENXT rewards with 
cryptocurrency holdings using permissionless liquidity protocols. In some sense, yield farming can be 
paralleled with staking. It works with users called liquidity providers (LP) that add funds to liquidity 
pools. In return for providing liquidity to the pool, LPs get a WENXT reward. 
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WENXT holders shall enjoy the benefits of the whole ecosystem of WenX, as well as the valuable 
promotion brought by sustained repurchase and destruction. 
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WENXT 
 
Introduction 

WENXT is a decentralized digital asset based on Binance Smart Chain, with a limited total supply of 
36.5million. WenX Token is cryptocurrency issued by WenX exchange and trades with the WENXT 
symbol. 

 

Allocation 
% Amount (WENXT) Participant 

10% 3,650,000 Angel Liquidity Pool 
40% 14,600,000 Public Liquidity Pool 
10% 3,650,000 Locked up 

10 years, 
released 

ratio based 
am

ount of 
LP 

Marketing 
15% 5,475,000 Operation Team 
10% 3,650,000 Market Maker 
10% 3,650,000 Fund Development 
5% 1,825,000 WEN Foundation 

 

Angel Liquidity Pool 
Earn WENXT by staking minimum capital of 1,000 USDT into Angel Liquidity Pool. 

Stake for 5 years to earn the total of 3,650 WENXT (2 WENXT each day) from the liquidity pool.  

First-come, first-served basis until 1,000,000 USDT are all been staked. 

 

Public Liquidity Pool 
WenX’s aim to accomplish self-balancing portfolio and liquidity mining by providing the most flexible 
and simple protocol for automated asset management. WenX will operates the public liquidity pool 
with different phases based on WENXT behavior, such as have pool stability under normal and 
extreme market conditions.  

The minimum staking capital amount (USDT) will be determined based on the existing current price 
of WENXT. As each new phase starts, the minimum staking capital amount (USDT) will increase. 

 

10% released per annum based on the ratio of LP available 

18,250,000 WENXT for Marketing, Operations, Market making, Development and WEN Foundation 
will be locked for a minimum of 10 years and released at a maximum of 10% per annum.  

 

For example, if LP fully subscribed then amount released per year is 10%.  

However, if only 50% of total LP is subscribed for that period, then only 5% will be released that 
year.  
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Funds Usage   
Liquidity Pool – Automated Market Makers (AMMs) 

Automated market makers (AMMs) allow digital assets to be traded without permission and 
automatically by using liquidity pools instead of a traditional market of buyers and sellers. 

 

All of the profit from fund will go to repurchase of the token and also will be used for market 
making in the WENXT trading pair, indicating the monthly lowest supporting price would be 1 
USDT. 

 

Repurchasing Plan 

The repurchasing plan will be executed and the WENXT buy-back from the market will be burn 
publicly. All buy-back transactions will be announced on the blockchain. 

 

User Privileges 
Enhance the circulation value of WENXT through various policies. 

1. VIP Privilege 
Discount on Trading Fees 

 

2. Initial Offering 
Participate IEO with premium token 

 

3. Vote Airdrop 
Enjoy different types of airdrop on spot 

 

4. Integrated into WEN greater ecosystem. WENXT in future will be enable for purchases in Weini 
Mall, Rafflesmarket, GChat, SEFI, GFenbao and Weini Premium. 

 

Application: Promote the close linkage of business lines to realize the essence of the ecosystem 

1. OTC Merchant Advertisement Deposit 
2. Listing Project Teams 
3. Global Elites 
4. Lock-up & Earn of Mainstream Tokens 
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Risks 
 

There are many risks involved in running an exchange. We understand this and have the skills, 
experience, and leadership to overcome them. 

 

Security is Paramount 

Many crypto exchanges have failed due to poor security procedures. Most security breaches could 
have been prevented by taking simple precautions to protect critical resources. Our team has 
developed WenX with security as the foremost concern in their minds. 

 


